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The Van Nostrand-Starkins
House
The Van Nostrand-Starkins House was built circa 1680 and probably is the earliest surviving house in Nassau
County. Originally it was nine feet shorter, from front to back, than it is today and had symetrical roof slopes. It
also had an over-hang in its west gable-field. Early in the 18th century the house was extended to the north to
its present dimension and the north roof slope was raised. At that time the west over-hang was removed and
the present concave south roof projection was added. These changes were accomplished by a Dutch-oriented
joiner, probably the same one who built the Robeson-Williams Grist Mill (TG 1976-77). The present 1 1 / 2 -storey
east wing was added late in the 18th century. The Van Nostrand-Starkins House was restored by the Roslyn
Landmark Society and is operated as a house museum. It is open to the public, for which admission is charged,
from May through October.
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*HOUSES ON TOUR
FREDERICK M. EASTMAN CARRIAGE HOUSE (1875)
7 West Shore Road, Roslyn
Pages 461 to 469
EASTMAN AND HICKS-MARINO STABLE (ca. 1870 and later)
17 Hicks Street, Roslyn
Pages 471 to 479
SMITH-HEGEMAN HOUSE (ca. 1845)
198 Main Street, Roslyn
Pages 481 to 485
CAPTAIN JACOB MOTT KIRBY STOREHOUSE (ca. 1840)
225 Main Street, Roslyn
Pages 487 to 508
KIRBY-SAMMIS HOUSE (ca. 1860 and later)
224 East Broadway, Roslyn
Pages 511 to 519
SAMUEL DUGAN HOUSE (ca. 1835 and later)
157 East Broadway, Roslyn
Pages 521 to 532
JOHN ROGERS HOUSE (ca. 1750 and ca. 1850)
95 East Broadway, Roslyn
Pages 535 to 544
"CLIFTON" (SYCAMORE LODGE) (1862-1863)
Bryant Avenue, Roslyn Harbor
Pages 547 to 557
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NO SMOKING WHEN IN HOUSES
NO INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY ALLOWED
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ROSLYN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
Roslyn is of architectural interest because of the high survival of buildings
dating from mid-19th century and earlier. A significant group of architecturally
consequential buildings date from the second half of the 19th century. Apparently
the earliest known published record identifying locations and owners is the Walling
Map of 1859 which probably was surveyed a year or two earlier. A large percentage
of the houses and commercial buildings found on this map still stand.
Historic knowledge concerning individual houses, originally quite sketchy, has
been expanding as the result of recent research. Sufficient has been learned to
accomplish the inclusion of the Main Street Historic District in the National
Register of Historic Places in 1974, and the East Toll Gate House in 1977. The East
Broadway Historic District together with Trinity Church and Parish House, the
Roslyn National Bank & Trust Company, the Willet Titus House, the Roslyn
Savings Bank, the Robeson-Williams Grist Mill, the Henry Western Eastman
Tenant Cottage, the Hicks Lumber Company Store, the Samuel Adams Warner
Chalet and the unregistered parts of Roslyn Park, including both mill ponds, were
admitted to the National Register in 1986. In addition, the Society, together with
the Incorporated Village of Roslyn Harbor, has sponsored the nomination of a
number of buildings in Roslyn Harbor for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places. This will include the "Summit Avenue Historic District" which will
include ten buildings including St. Mary's Church and its Rectory, the Captain
James Muttee House. The Roslyn Harbor National Register group also will include
a number of individual nominations including "Sycamore Lodge," "Montrose," the
"Thomas Pearsall House," the "Henry A. Tailer Estate," and "Thomas Clapham
Estate," William Cullen Bryant's "Stone House," the "Arthur Williams House,"
and the "Michael & Daniel Mudge Farmhouse." Data for the nomination of John
Warmuth's "The Roslyn House," in Roslyn Heights, was submitted in 1985, in
which year the "George Washington Denton House," in Flower Hill, actually was
admitted to the National Register of Historic Places. In addition, data concerning
several structures in East Hills, all connected with Clarence Mackay's "Harbor
Hill," will be submitted for nomination. In addition, quite a lot has been learned
about individual construction detail, largely as a result of exploratory and recording
procedures used in the preparation of the Tour Guides (TG) as well as from
stripping techniques used in the examination of the Van Nostrand-Starkins House
(TG 1975-1976), the Valentine-Losee House (TG 1976), the Robeson-Williams
Grist Mill (TG 1976-1977), the George Allen Tenant House (TG 1978), the
Warren Wilkey House (TG 1978-79-80), the Pine-Onderdonk-Bogart House
(1979), the Teamster's House (TG 1979), the George Allen Residence (TG
1978-79), the Leonard Thorne House (TG 1961-62), the East Toll-Gate House
(T.G. 1976, 1977 and 1982), the Captain Jacob Mott Kirby Storehouse (T.G.
1986), and in the demolition of the Arthur Duffett Building (TG 1987).
The 1987 Tour is the 27th Tour of local buildings presented by the Society.
More than 80 structures exhibited since 1961 have been examined carefully and
much useful architectural information has been gained. Some of this study has been
conducted under the direction of professional architectural historians as Daniel
M.C. Hopping and John R. Stevens. In addition, much can be conjectured by
evaluating architectural concepts, construction techniques, and decorative details of
the houses already studied and applying these criteria to the examination of other
houses. Careful historic investigation of one house, as the study into the origins of
the Van Nostrand-Starkins house by genealogist Rosalie Fellowes Bailey, has
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revealed data concerning the histories of other houses. Careful review of the early
newspapers, i.e., The Roslyn Plain Dealer, published 1851-52, and the Roslyn
Tablet, 1876-1877, has disclosed much detailed information concerning individual
local buildings. In addition, a letter written to Mrs. Eliza Seaman Leggett in 1851
by Bishop Benjamin Treadwell Onderdonk, describing his boyhood in Roslyn during
the late 18th and early 19th centuries, has been most useful in identifying structures
standing at that time. Eliza Seaman Leggett, in her turn, wrote a notebook of her
own, in the 1880's, for her granddaughter, Ellarose A. Randall. In a similar manner
a letter written by Francis Skillman to the Roslyn News (1895) describes the history
of many houses standing in Roslyn during the period 1829-1879. Skillman also
prepared a holographic map to illustrate the location of buildings described in his
letter. In general, each building or house is exhibited for two consecutive years with
the result that approximately half the buildings on each tour are being shown for the
second time. One of the benefits of this system is that data brought to light after the
first showing may be included in the description of the second showing.
The preparation of the 1976 Tour Guide produced at least two interesting
conjectures of major consequence. It now seems obvious that Roslyn, long considered unique for its large content of early and mid-19th century houses, included at
least four major Federal Houses, i.e., the Anderis Onderdonk House (TG 19701971) known to have been built between 1794 and 1797; the Federal part of the
William M. Valentine House (TG 1963), which almost certainly was standing in
1801 and possibly even three or four years earlier; the fire-damaged Francis
Skillman House, later the Blue Spruce Inn, and the Federal part of the Valentine
Robbins House (TG 1976) which can at present be dated only architecturally but
which certainly was built within a few years of the other three. It seems reasonable
at the time of writing to assume the Onderdonk House was built first, then the
Robbins House followed by the Valentine House although future investigation may
alter this tentative sequence. What is more important is that it seems almost certain
that all four were built by the same carpenter-builder whose identity at this time
cannot be even conjectured. The gambrel-roofed Francis Skillman House seems to
be the most recent of the group. Measured drawings of the Francis Skillman House
have been prepared by Alex Herrera working under the aegis of the Landmark
Society. During this procedure some fire-damaged moulded door facings were
salvaged as trim samples. It had long been the hope of the Roslyn Preservation
Corporation to dismantle the remains of the surviving original main block of the
Skillman House and reconstruct it on a similar site, a wooded hillside off Glen
Avenue on the west side of the Village. Actually, the oak framing of the house had
survived with little rot and little fire damage except to the intermediary rafters.
Enough of the original architectural detail and sheathing had survived to plan an
extremely accurate restoration. Negotiations with the estate of the late Carl
Werner, which owned the house, had gone on for several years but the executors
were never willing to actually donate the house. These negotiations continued until
February 12, 1981. Less than one week later, on February 18, 1981, the building
burned once again, this time completely destroying the original Federal house. It is
most unfortunate that this locally outstanding building for which all the facilities for
restoration were available, should have met this end. The Roslyn Preservation
Corporation is now faced with the decision of whether or not to reconstruct the house
from its recorded drawings, a procedure long encouraged by John R. Stevens, the
architectural historian for most of the Roslyn restorations. Actually, a six-panel,
Federal interior door with its original Suffolk latch, a 2-panel shutter, a panelled
cupboard front and a strip of door facing have survived in a tiny cottage on the site.
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These were donated to the Roslyn Preservation Corporation by the Carl Werner
estate and it is assumed that all came from the Skillman House. Both shutter and
door have applied mouldings in the Federal style which are identical in cross-section
with those on the 6-panel Federal interior doors of the William M. Valentine House
and it is assumed they were made with the same moulding plane. The attorney for
the Werner estate also has donated the original front door and a number of original
porch columns which were removed when an early porch was demolished to convert
the Skillman House to the Blue Spruce Inn. Plans called for the preservation of this
"Skillman Cottage," originally a small utility building, perhaps a carriage shed or
stable, near the proposed reconstruction site for the Francis Skillman House.
Unfortunately, the Skillman Cottage also was destroyed by fire early in 1984. In
addition to the discovery of an unknown Federal carpenter-builder of talent we were
amazed to identify the number of early buildings which included kitchen dependencies. It is now certain that a number of local houses at one time had kitchen
dependencies and that a significant number of these have survived. Most of these
appear to date from the first half of the 19th century although further study may
establish that some are even earlier. The practice certainly continued as late as Vaux
& Withers' enlargement of "Montrose" (TG 1974-1975) in 1869. The Van
Nostrand-Starkins House (TG 1976-1977) and William Hicks' original "Montrose" both had kitchen dependencies which no longer survive. The kitchen
dependencies of the Valentine-Losee House (TG 1976), the John Rogers House (TG
1976-1977) and of the 1869 alteration of "Montrose" all are standing. While the
existence of kitchen dependencies in other Long Island villages has not been studied,
so far as we know it seems obvious that the local group was extremely large in
comparison to the numbers in other places.
During the fall of 1984, the exterior of Stephen Speedling's original "Presbyterian Parsonage" (1887) (TG 1978-79) was stripped of paint on all but the north
side, and repainted. It seemed obvious that an earlier "stripping" had taken place
and no trace of the original paint colors was visible. Because of the onset of cold
weather, the north front remained undisturbed. Stripping was continued during the
fall of 1985. During this procedure the undisturbed, original, paint pattern was
disclosed. This had been executed in three colors, green, reddish-brown and olive.
The clapboards were painted green and the vertical boarding, in the north
gablefield, was painted reddish-brown. The north gablefield battens had been
picked out in the same green as the clapboard paint. This "picking out" of the
battens in a board-and-batten structure was identified for the first time in the East
Toil-Gate House (TG 1976-77), in the Roslyn Cemetery, by Frank Welsh, a
well-known paint analyst. The discovery of another similarly painted building, in
1985, suggested the possibility that the picking out of battens might be the
technique of a local painter. Discussion with Frank Welsh disclosed that he had
never seen "picked-out" battens except for those in the "East Toll-Gate House."
Morgan Phillips, paint analyst for the Society for The Preservation of New England
Antiquities, stated that he had seen battens treated as trim on only one occasion, in a
late 19th century house in Connecticut. Similarly "picked-out" battens embellish
the belt-course of the late 19th century "Charles B. Davenport House" at the Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratories and probably were used in other buildings as well.
Apart from these four examples of "picked-out" battens, no others are known. It is
obvious that more general use of paint analysis is needed to disclose the dramatic
design practices of Victorian house-painters.
Apart from the large "summer seats" in Roslyn Harbor, only a few of the early
Roslyn houses actually were designed by individual architects. Nevertheless, each
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house had an architectural concept which determined its appearance and function.
The concept was frequently strongly influenced by the various published architectural works of the period, as Benjamin, Ranlett, Downing and Vaux, and, in other
cases, was simply the result of a discussion between the owner and the carpenterbuilder. Jacob C. Eastman may be the earliest identifiable local carpenter-builder.
He is described in the article on Henry M.W. Eastman in "Portrait and Biographical Records of Queens County, N.Y." as born in New Hampshire and practicing in
Roslyn before the birth of his son, Henry W., in 1826. It is possible he was later the
builder of the group of early Federal houses described elsewhere in this article.
Thomas Wood is another important early carpenter-builder. He probably was
Roslyn's principal carpenter-builder between 1825-1865. An article in the Roslyn
News for September 20, 1878, describing life in Roslyn fifty years earlier, states,
"Probably no builder erected as many of the existing dwelling houses, barns, etc. in
this town as Mr. Wood." Thomas Wood is indicated on the Walling Map as the then
owner of the Williams-Wood House at 150 Main Street which he purchased in
1827, according to an interview with his grandson Monroe Wood which appeared in
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle for Sunday, August 17, 1913. In all probability he built
the later (1827) half of it, as well as several other local houses which seemed related
to it. Later carpenter-builders were John S. Wood, Thomas' son, and Stephen
Speedling. Both worked during the second half of the 19th century. Thomas Wood's
account book for the year 1871 was donated to the Society in January 1977. Its
analysis may establish Wood's connection with other Roslyn buildings. John S.
Wood was Warren S. Wilkey's brother-in-law and almost certainly was the designer
and builder of his house. It was learned recently (1983), from a pencilled sheathing
inscription, that the George W. Denton House was built by John Dugan who was a
son of Samuel Dugan I, a mason. John Dugan was described in his obituary (Roslyn
News, January 14, 1888) as "born in Ireland" and "a leading architect and
builder." He may have designed the George Washington Denton House in addition
to having built it. Two houses built by Stephen Speedling were exhibited in
1978-1979. These are the Presbyterian Parsonage (1887) and the Oscar Seaman
House (1901). Speedling's carpentry shop still stands at No. 1374, Old Northern
Boulevard.
Architectural concepts of Roslyn houses were usually quite reactionary as
might be expected in a small country village. In general the more ambitious the
house at the time of building, the more likely it was to have been built in a
contemporary style. Less important houses, in which owners were more likely to be
interested in shelter than flourishes, frequently reflected the designs of an earlier
period. Even in the stylish houses, secondary rooms appear retarded stylistically. In
some houses the upper story trim was added as much as 10 years after the main floor
trim and obviously appears to be later work.
Construction techniques are another important device in the dating of homes.
Workmen trained in a country village were likely to use techniques of their
apprenticeships. In sufficiently isolated communities, a workman might continue in
techniques of the early working years of the elderly man who taught him.
Reactionary techniques in one trade may appear side by side with relatively modern
techniques in others, depending on the training of the man who did the work. In
situations of this sort, the date of the house cannot be earlier than the introduction of
the latest construction used, provided it may be accepted that the work is part of the
original structure. In general, framing of Roslyn houses conforms to contemporary
standards. However, the plastering techniques of clamshells and horsehair continued into the late 1800's even though these techniques had been discontinued in
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cities like Boston by 1750. Early masonry, also, was likely to be reactionary, but
improved markedly after the arrival of Samuel Dugan I, an Irish-trained mason,
circa 1855. The brickwork in at least one house built in the second quarter of the
19th century was laid in Flemish bond, a style which had disappeared elsewhere at
least a century earlier. It is worthy of comment that prior to about 1860, foundations
of Roslyn houses were built of large stones, arranged in such a manner that the
exposed inside surfaces of the cellar were smooth while the outer surfaces, covered
by earth below grade, were irregular and thereby bonded together by the earth
back-fill. After about 1835 the exposed parts of foundations, i.e., from grade to sill,
were brick. From about 1870, the entire foundation walls were brick. The latter
practice continued until about 1900.
Decorative details, as hardware, stair railings, mouldings, etc., are also of great
value in establishing the age of a house. In Roslyn the concept and construction
details, and even the hardware, may antedate moulding styles by many years. In
such a case, the date of the house cannot be earlier than the date of the earliest
appearance of the specific moulding style. Mouldings usually were stylish, probably
because the presence of two lumber yards in the Village made it more convenient for
carpenters to buy many mouldings ready-made. William Hicks started his sawmill
in Roslyn Harbor in 1832 and may have operated another mill yard earlier. For the
same reason mantels and door frames were usually in style and executed with
contemporary detail. On the other hand, metal hardware frequently was retarded in
style, a result of availability of out-of-date stock or re-use of earlier materials. " H "
and " H - L " hinges and oval keyholes were used long after their use had been
discontinued in metropolitan centers. Prior to about 1825 door locks were imported
from England. After that date they were of local manufacture, some by A. Searing
of Jamaica. Willowmere, a mid-18th century house, has locks installed circa 1830
made by Mackrell & Richardson of New York, and at least two more survive in the
Wilson Williams house and the John Mott house.
The foregoing is only the briefest of resumes. Additional information will be
given, when feasible, in descriptions of individual houses. In all cases, estimates of
construction dates have been evaluated on the basis of architectural characteristics
as described above. In some instances an individual house may have been built
earlier than the attributed date, but alterations have given it the characteristics of a
later period.
As noted above, most of the early Roslyn buildings were designed by local
carpenter-builders who, in some instances, worked from architectural pattern books.
By the mid-19th century, the larger, more fashionable houses being built along the
harbor were designed by architects, even though in some instances the quality of the
building provides the only evidence for an architectural attribution. The earliest
building designed by a known firm of professional architects was Christ Church
Chapel (later the first Trinity Church, Roslyn) which was designed by McDonald &
Clinton in 1862. An earlier suggestion had been made that the Roslyn Presbyterian
Church be designed by an architect but this proposal was not accepted by the
congregation. The earliest known published work is Frederick Copley's design for
the Jerusha Dewey house built in 1862 by William Cullen Bryant and published in
Woodward's Country Houses (published by the authors, George E. and F.W.
Woodward, New York, 1865, Pg. 40). The Jerusha Dewey House belongs to the
County of Nassau. It is being restored by the Town of North Hempstead Historical
Society. Measured drawings were completed by John Stevens in December 1981.
Copley also published the design for Sycamore Lodge, still standing in Roslyn
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Harbor (TG 1961-62), in The Horticulturist Vol. XX, 1865 Pg. 7 to Pg. 11 and
reprinted in Woodward's Country Houses as Design #30, p. 139. In addition, he
may have designed the Gothic Mill at Cedarmere." Copley did not consider himself
an architect but signed himself "artist." He is known to have painted at least one
Roslyn landscape which returned to Roslyn in 1980. A larger, oil version of this
landscape exists elsewhere but, unlike the smaller dated (1857) water color, this is
unsigned and may not have been painted by Copley. The earliest major work by a
prominent architect is Jacob Wrey Mould's design for Thomas Clapham's "Stonehouse," now "Wenlo," in 1868. A contemporary newspaper clipping in the
possession of the present owner identifies Mould as the architect. Plate #61 of
Bicknell's Brick and Wood Architecture (1875) illustrates a house very similar to
"Stonehouse" in facade design and floor plan. Bicknell credits the design to J. Wrey
Mould and identifies the owner as Thomas Clapham of Roslyn. Mould designed
many churches in New York, including the All Souls' Unitarian Church and
Parsonage (1853-1855). In 1859 he became Associate Architect of the New York
City Department of Public Parks and, in 1870-1871, the Architect-in-chief. In these
capacities he designed most of the buildings and other structures in Central Park
including the bandstand (1862), the terrace (1858-1864) and the casino (1871).
(See Van Zanten, David T.; "Jacob Wrey Mould, Echoes of Owen Jones and The
High Victorian Styles in New York, 1853-1865," Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians, Vol XXVII, #1, March 1969, pgs. 41-57).
In 1869 Calvert Vaux, one of the most prominent architects of his day and the
author of a number of books on architectural subjects, did the design for the
enlargement of "Clovercroft" (now "Montrose") to the order of Mrs. Parke
Godwin. The drawings and elevations for the Vaux design survive and bear the
imprint of Vaux, Withers & Co., 110 Broadway, New York. In 1874 Thomas
Wisedell, of New York, prepared drawings for the enlargement of "Cedar Mere"
for William Cullen Bryant. Other buildings in Roslyn Harbor which must represent
the work of competent professional architects are "Locust Knoll," now "Mayknoll"
(1854-1855), the Gothic Mill at "Cedar Mere" which, apparently, was not included
in the Wisedell design and St. Mary's Church (1871-1876). Samuel Adams Warner
(1822-1897) (TG 1961-1962) was a New York architect who lived in Roslyn
during the third quarter of the 19th century. A Swiss Cottage built on his estate
circa 1875 survives on Railroad Avenue and almost certainly must have been built to
Warner's design. A letter from Warner's great-grandson Captain Harry W.
Baltazzi, USN, dated September 7, 1965 (Bryant Library) states "My father told
me that his grandfather, S.A. Warner, had given land to the Long Island Railroad
with the provision that the station was to be built upon it." Warner may have
designed some of the Roslyn Harbor houses for which architectural attributions
have not yet been made. Warner designed major buildings in New York. These
include the Marble Collegiate College as well as a number of commercial buildings.
13 of these built between 1879 and 1895 survive in the "Soho Cast Iron District" of
which all but one have cast iron fronts. The present Roslyn Railroad Station was
built in 1887 in the High Victorian style. Its train sheds were retrimmed and the
interior modernized in 1922 at which time the exterior brick work was stuccoed,
stimulating the conflict between Christopher Morley and the Long Island Rail Road
in 1940. Copies of the original water-damaged drawings were donated to the Society
by Robin H. H. Wilson, President of the Long Island Rail Road, in November 1981
and no signature could be found on the early set of drawings which have been
redrawn by Bruce Gemmell of the School of Architecture of the New York Institute
of Technology under the Landmark Society's sponsorship. The original Railroad
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Station design probably was done by an unknown Long Island Rail Road architect
who designed a number of similar stations for the Line (TG 1982-1983).
Actually the impact of William Cullen Bryant and his circle must be
considered in developing the architectural attributions of the great mid-19th
century houses in Roslyn Harbor. Frederick Law Olmstead, a close friend, is
credited with the landscape design of "Cedar Mere" and later was the landscape
architect of Central Park, a project strongly supported by Bryant. However, today
most writers feel that Bryant was his own landscape architect at "Cedarmere."
Calvert Vaux was closely associated with Olmstead and was officially charged, with
him, with control of the designs for Central Park. Vaux is known to have worked for
Mrs. Parke Godwin, a Bryant daughter, and possibly designed other local buildings
including possibly the Gothic Mill at "Cedar Mere." These local connections of
Olmstead and Vaux may also have been responsible for bringing Mould, a Central
Park associate, commissions in this area. Near the turn of the century architectural
attributions may be made with stronger authority. In 1898, or shortly thereafter,
Ogden Codman, Jr., designed a house for Lloyd Bryce which later was acquired by
the late Childs Frick, named "Clayton" and substantially altered. Frick's architect
was Sir Charles Allom who designed the re-decoration of the John Nash Rooms in
Buckingham Palace for Queen Mary. He also was the interior designer for the major
rooms of the Henry Clay Frick mansion on Fifth Avenue. The grounds at
"Clayton," during the Frick ownership, were even more important than the house.
During the 1920's and 1930's, landscape architects such as Marian Coffin, Dorothy
Nichols and Bevin and Milliken superimposed formal landscape designs upon the
existing Bryce parkland. In an effort to stimulate the restoration of Clayton's
planned landscape, the Roslyn Landmark Society provided for the restoration of the
Frick Rose Arbor by Robert Pape and the Jamaica Iron Works in 1981. In 1983, the
Society was awarded a matching grant by the New York State Council on The Arts
to prepare a restoration project plan for the superb trellis at the south end of the
parterre which was designed by Henry O. Milliken and Newton P. Bevin in 1930.
This study was undertaken and completed by Robert Jensen and John R. Stevens.
The Society has raised the funds necessary to complete the restoration of the
principal component of the trellis, the central, apsidal arch with its flanking, paired
Ionic columns. Work can be started as soon as the necessary contract is signed by the
Nassau County Executive. It is hoped that the restoration of this major component
of the outstanding example of American landscape design will be completed during
1987. The design of the Ellen Ward Memorial Clock Tower (1895) can definitely be
credited to Lamb & Rich, 265 Broadway, New York. Clarence Mackay's "Harbor
Hill" was designed by McKim, Meade & White during 1902-1904, most of the
design having been executed by Stanford White. Most of "Harbor Hill's" important
buildings have been demolished, but the Stanford White gatehouse survives at the
intersection of Harbor Hill and Roslyn Roads. The dairyman's house also survives.
The same architects did the designs for Trinity Church Parish House (1905) and
Trinity Church, Roslyn (1906).
Architects of national reputation continued to work in Roslyn almost until the
present day. William Bunker Tubby, who was related to a prominent local family,
did most of his important work in Brooklyn where he designed the Charles Pratt
House, now known as the Bishop's House, in 1893, Wallabout Market and Tower, in
1896, and the library for the Pratt Institute, also in 1896. He also designed a group
of five Brooklyn Carnegie Libraries in 1904. His activity was not limited to
Brooklyn, as he was the architect of the Newark City Hall in 1901, the Nassau
County Court House in 1899 and its addition in 1916. He designed three major
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buildings in Roslyn, all in the Colonial Revival Style. These are the Roslyn
Presbyterian Church, 1928, the Roslyn National Bank and Trust Co., 1931, and the
Roslyn High School, 1926. Unfortunately the latter was recently demolished to
make way for the new high school. The Roslyn Presbyterian Church survives with
some additions. The Roslyn National Bank and Trust Co. has recently been
restored, using Tubby's original plans and elevations. The completed restoration
served as the office of Paul L. Geiringer Associates and was one of ten New York
State restorations of commercial buildings described in "Preservation for Profit"
which was published by The Preservation League of New York State, in 1979. The
architect for the restoration was Guy Ladd Frost, AIA.
During recent years there has been an increased interest in the Queen Anne
Revival, an architectural style which developed in the last quarter of the 19th
century. There are a number of examples in Roslyn, two of which were exhibited on
the 1978-1979 tours. Carpenter-builder Stephen Speedling was the principal
exponent of the style locally. The Queen Anne Revival was a mixed style,
established by the 1870's in England, by a group of architects under the influence of
William Morris Arts and Crafts Movement, and first represented by the architect
innovators Phillip Webb (Red House, 1859) and Eden Nesfield (Longton Hall,
1860). The style was internationally popularized by the work of Norman Shaw
(Glen Andred, 1867).
Most of the Queen Anne style houses were designed for a small, aesthetically
advanced segment of the upper middle class. Stylistic elements were culled from the
mid-17th century Dutch style, as embodied in the William and Mary Period, as well
as from the Queen Anne rose-brick vernacular buildings. Design elements were
found as well in Gothic, Jacobean and Tudor buildings. It began as an expression of
revolt against the pretentiousness of the Italianate and Rennaisance Revival and the
enormous Gothic mansions of the mid-19th century postulating a return to a more
domestic human scale and purely domestic comforts. The use of native and regional
materials were, in the beginning, an important element of the philosophy of design.
In America, under the influence of Norman Shaw and his contemporaries, the
first house of this type was the Sherman House, at Newport, Rhode Island, built in
1874 by Henry Hobson Richardson, its interior distinguished by a novel open plan.
It is usually referred to, in the context of the Newport expanded "cottages," as a
Shingle Style building, and was widely imitated, with patterned shingles substituted
for the "Hung-tiles" of its British predecessors. The architectural firm of McKim,
Meade and White designed Long Island examples at a somewhat later date, often
incorporating English-Georgian details.
It should be mentioned that the buildings on exhibit have been selected to
demonstrate the continuing story of Roslyn architecture, and to indicate various
interesting inconsistencies of architectural concept, construction methods and
decorative detail. Many more equally interesting buildings remain—it is hoped they
will be exhibited on future tours. It should also be mentioned that, since 1971, the
Landmark Society has received several grants from the New York State Council on
the Arts to defray the publication costs for the annual Tour Guide. In the same year,
the Society was the recipient of the National Award of Merit of the American
Association for State and Local History for, among other achievements, the
accuracy of its research and the quality of its annual Tour Guides.
Not all the new discoveries are based upon literary research. In the Tour Guide
for 1977, 1978 the entry for the Augustus W. Leggett Tenant House describes the
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earliest part of the structure as a \xji storey "copy-hold" house, 14 feet square. In
1979 the house was sold to Mr. & Mrs. James Shevlin who, late in that year and
early in 1980, added extensively along the west front of the building which involved
the destruction of most of its early west wall. During the alteration it was possible to
locate the original south exterior doorway, the existence of which was only
conjectured in the Tour Guide description. In addition, the original 10" wide yellow
pine ground floor flooring was uncovered. More important, it was established that
the original small building was sheathed in board-and-batten and retained its
original ground floor horizontally boarded dado. The early framing included no
studs but the plate, and roof framing above, were supported by heavy corner posts
and intermediary center posts. Dove-tailed mortises, for tie-beams, had been cut
into the plate above each of the corner posts and the center posts. Since the loft
flooring dated from the late 19th century when the original structure was much
enlarged, it may be accepted that originally these tie-beams established the ceiling
height of the room below, which made for a structure which included only a single
plastered room, 14 feet square and 10 feet high. The location for the original hearth
along the north wall was indicated by a cut in the flooring and the framing for the
chimney remained at the north end of the ridge in contact with the gable rafter. As
usual in local houses of the period, there was no ridge member. The chimney was
approximately 24 inches square and set on the diagonal as it passed through the roof
creating the impression of a diamond-shaped chimney. So far as we know no other
example of this type chimney construction survives in Roslyn. This elegant little
building with its single large room may have included a plaster cornice and probably
was Augustus W. Leggett's library. Most likely it was built 1845-1855. After
"Hillside", the Leggett estate, changed hands the building probably was allowed to
deteriorate as Map #2 of the Sanborn Map and Publishing Co., Ltd's Roslyn Atlas
published March, 1886, indicates it only as a \ l/i storey "shed."
The description of the George Allen Tenant House (TG 1978-79-80-81-82)
states that the recently acquired Sanborn Atlas of Roslyn, published in 1886,
establishes in Map #2 the dimensions of that house in 1886. Reference to the same
map indicates the site of the 2y2-storey Caleb Valentine house, complete with its east
veranda at the end of a flight of stairs off Main Street—which survives to this day.
The Caleb Valentine House, which stood between #36 and #60 Main Street, burned
in February, 1887. It was described in the Tour Guides for 1977 and 1978 as
"Hillside" because of its connection with Augustus W. Leggett. At that time its
precise location could not be established. The Sanborn Map establishes its location
at the precise spot described in the Tour Guide, at the top of the surviving stone
stairway.
Apart from the recent (1984) restoration of John Warmuth's derelict saloon,
perhaps the most exciting architectural event of all has been the construction, or
reconstruction, of three Victorian commercial buildings in the Business District.
First to be completed was the conversion of a small, mid-20th century, nondescript,
concrete-block structure, on Bryant Avenue, into a much larger, architecturally
convincing, Victorian bakeshop named "Diane's Desserts." Next to be completed
was the reconstruction of a mid-19th century harness shop, which had been enlarged
and modernized at the turn of the century and, for many years, been operated as
"Raymon's Department Store." Because of a serious foundation problem and to
gain space, the new "Raymon's" was rebuilt about ten feet to the west of its original
location by the Roslyn Savings Bank. The reconstructed "Raymon's" is almost a
precise replica of the original and retains its original bracket system and much of the
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original shopfront. The third building, like "Diane's," is on Bryant Avenue. In this
case, the entire Queen Anne Revival front of Dr. William Dohm's veterinary
hospital was applied to a newly constructed medical office building designed by Guy
Ladd Frost, A.I.A., who, obviously, was strongly influenced by the design of Dr.
Dohm's front. This elaborate Queen Anne Revival shop front was added to the front
of an unpretentious, ll/2 storey, clapboarded building by Dr. Dohm, after World
War I. Probably the architect of the original front was Henry Johanson, of Roslyn,
who also was the architect of the Roslyn Rescue Hook & Ladder Company and
probably of the Lincoln Building, both of which survive. On the basis of the
foregoing, the most important architectural component of Dr. Dohm's building has
survived intact. Space prevents a more detailed description of all three buildings,
here. However, a comprehensive account has been published on pages 7 and 20 of
The Roslyn News for January 26th, 1984 (Vol. 106, #41). All three buildings enrich
the Village substantially. It is hoped they will stimulate equally qualitative efforts
by the owners of other commercial buildings. It is strongly recommended that
participants in the House Tour visit all three buildings for the visual gratification of
so doing and to see for themselves how each of the three has improved its
surroundings. In 1984 Albert Margaritas, builder of "Diane's Desserts," built his
own board-and-batten architectural millwork shop to the rear of Diane's Desserts,"
modifying the remains of an old hen house.
1986 has been an unfortunate year for historic preservation in Roslyn. In April,
the shingle style George T. Conklin House (1912) at 198 East Broadway, burned to
the ground without ever having been studied. Later in the year the Building
Inspector required the reconstruction of the moribund front porch of the house at
1100 Old Northern Blvd. The house, because of its concrete block foundation and
other architectural characteristics, had always been regarded as a "Colonial
Revival" house which looked earlier. Reconstruction of the porch required exposure
of the framing of portions of the principal (south) front. The exposed framing was
constructed of heavy, riven timbers connected by means of massive pinned mortiseand-tenon joinery, which established that the house had been built about 1800, or
even earlier. While future study of the house is indicated it now seems that this was
one of the houses moved across Northern Boulevard when it was widened for the
extension of the New York and North Shore Traction Company's street car line
from Roslyn to Flushing in 1910, and that the concrete block foundation dates from
that relocation. It is possible that the present 1100 Old Northern Boulevard is the
M. Noon House which is shown on Francis Skillman's Map as being almost directly
opposite on the south side of today's Old Northern Boulevard.
During 1986, it became definite that the course of Lincoln Avenue, in Roslyn
Heights, was to be relocated to provide a direct connection between Warner Avenue
and Round Hill Road. Six buildings stood in the path of this relocation, i.e., the
Roslyn Railroad Station (1887) (TG 1982-83), the North-bound Passenger Shelter
(1906-1922) (TG 1982-83), the Railway Express Office (ca. 1920) (TG 1982-83),
the Arthur Duffett Building (ca. 1870), the Henry Duffett Residence and Country
Store (ca. 1870) and the Henry Duffett Carriage Barn (ca. 1870). Plans had been
made for the actual relocation of the Railroad Station about 1,000 feet south,
several years earlier, and it is anticipated that the relocation will take place late in
1987. For awhile, the Trustees of the Incorporated Village of Roslyn were interested
in relocating the Passenger Shelter for use as a bus stop at Glen Avenue and Old
Northern Boulevard, but decided it might be subjected to vandalism and withdrew.
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At this point the Roslyn Preservation Corporation contracted to relocate the
Passenger Shelter to the south end of the Captain Jacob M. Kirby Storehouse site,
(TG 1987) where it will be preserved to serve as a picturesque garden house and will
conceal north-bound traffic and head lights on Main Street. Considerable effort was
made to accomplish the relocation of the Henry Duffett Country Store and
Residence (#6 Lincoln Avenue) to Roslyn Village either as single or two individual
buildings. However, the scarcity of land and the very high cost of relocation
prevented a successful outcome (TG 1987). The Arthur Duffett Building (#4
Lincoln Avenue) suffered the same fate (TG 1987). The Henry and Arthur Duffett
buildings and the Railway Express Office all were demolished on Boxing Day,
December 26th, 1986. Limited investigation of all these buildings was accomplished
in connection with the demolition procedures. In addition, the most interesting
architectural features were salvaged by the Roslyn Preservation Corporation.
The Henry Duffett Carriage Barn, ca. 1870, was so hidden behind modern
additions and plastic sheathing that it was not even recognized as an early building.
When it was, the Roslyn Preservation Corporation contracted to relocate it. It has
been dismantled and hopefully, will be relocated at the rear of the John Rogers
House (TG 1987), owned by Marian and John Stevens. While it may be considered
that the "saving" of half of the six early buildings remaining around the 1860
Station Plaza may be reasonably successful preservation effort, especially in the
light that the most important structure, the Railroad Station, will survive, it should
be recognized that all the survivals will be relocated and that the Station Plaza,
perhaps the most vital commercial area in Roslyn, during the late 19th-early 20th
centuries, will have been eliminated completely.
Near the end of 1986, Mr. Vincent A. Gentile advised the Roslyn Preservation
Corporation that he planned to build two new houses at the rear of the Jacob Sutton
Mott House (constructed 1831-1837/family history) at 800 Mott's Cove Road,
North, in Glenwood Landing and that, in order to do this, it would be necessary to
remove two small, asphalt shingle covered, accessory buildings. He offered to donate
both buildings to the Roslyn Preservation Corporation for relocation. One of these
proved to be a granary, 14' x 14', dating from about 1800. While some of the
granary wood framing had rotted, most of its interior architectural features have
survived. Since it was imperative that the interior of the tiny granary should survive,
arrangements were made with the Nassau County government to relocate the
building to Old Bethpage Village. The other building was a garage, which originally
was 16' x 24', but which had been extended to the south to permit the storage of
automobiles. However, much of the early south wall had survived, inside the
extension, together with large areas of original shingling. The rafters, which were
notched for purlins, had been turned over. The garage was set upon a concrete
foundation. On this basis, the structure could have been relocated from some other
site. Investigation of the structure indicated that it was framed in the characteristically Dutch manner utilizing a series of massive "bents." The structure appears to
have originally been a house, built in the late 17th or early 18th century, which was
converted to a barn about 1780. It was enlarged and sheathed with asphalt strip
shingles for use as a garage about 1920. Frank Harrington, the Roslyn Harbor
Historian, reports that Jarvis Mudge bought or leased this site from the Matinecock
Indians in 1693. The site of a future house was designated in the document of sale.
This land was purchased by Joseph Mott in 1734. He died in 1735 and the land was
inherited by Jacob Mott I, the first member of the family to live on the east side of
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Hempstead Harbor. If the house described actually is the one mentioned in this
transaction, it could have been built by Jarvis Mudge as early as 1694, or by Joseph
Mott I, shortly after 1735. The Roslyn Preservation Corporation has contracted to
relocate this structure to Roslyn during the late spring of early summer of 1987. It is
planned that it will be moved in sections and restored to its original dimensions at
"Locust Hill", the residence of Janice and Robert Hansen, for use as a garage and
storage building.
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THE ARTHUR AND HENRY DUFFETT BUILDINGS
# 4 and # 6 Lincoln Avenue, Roslyn Heights
Circa 1870 to 26th December 1986
On May 5, 1868, Arthur Duffett purchased a parcel of land bounded on the
south by Lincoln Avenue and on the west by the Long Island Rail Road and the
Roslyn Railroad Station, from Henry W. Eastman and Lydia M. Eastman, his wife
(Queens County Liber of Deeds 276, Pages 144-150). Probably at the same time the
two lots east of this one were purchased from the Eastmans by Henry Duffett. The
Arthur Duffett parcel descended in his family until it was conveyed to the Town of
North Hempstead Community Development Agency on May 31, 1974. According
to his grandson, Albert White of Port Washington, Arthur Duffett gave his building
to his son, John, as a wedding gift, in 1883. John Duffett operated a tavern and hotel
in the building, as his father probably did before him. Henry Duffett's parcel passed
through several ownerships until it also was conveyed to the Town of North
Hempstead Community Development Agency by John McCann on December 20th,
1974. During the subsequent twelve years, until its demolition, it served as the office
building of the Town of North Hempstead Community Development Agency. Little
is known of Arthur Duffett. Henry Duffett is listed in the Roslyn Directory for 1878
as the owner of a country store. This continued as C.E. Duffett's Grocery Store well
into the 20th century. Henry Duffett (1833-1897) is buried in the Roslyn Cemetery
as is his wife, Henrietta Crew Duffett (1832-1913). The two Duffetts, who probably
were brothers, erected buildings on their parcels. While both buildings were built in
stages, the original structures probably were built shortly after the land was
purchased (1868-1870).
The Arthur Duffett Building
The completed Arthur Duffett building was two storeys in height and six bays
in width along its principal (south) front and was sited upon a rubble foundation
which extended to the sills. There was a cellar under the east half of the building.
The completed building was approximately 50' wide and 30' deep and had a flat roof
which sloped downwards 3 feet from south to north. The principal (south) front was
trimmed with a moulded cornice which was not deep enough to require brackets.
The west side of the building extended parallel to the railroad tracks, so that the
north front of the building was narrower than the south. There was a small,
single-storey wing which extended along the north side of the building which almost
certainly was a later addition. The windows at the time of demolition had 6/6 sash.
However, all of the windows had been changed, probably in the mid-20th century.
Those of the earlier, west side, of the house were much reduced in size during this
alteration. A photograph taken in 1912 shows the southeast corner of the building
quite clearly. The windows in the newer, easterly half of the building had 6/6 sash in
this photograph. The windows of the second storey south front were much taller in
the earlier (west) half of the building. However, the photographic angle is too great
to determine the configuration of the sash. The building originally was sheathed
with weatherboards having a 9" exposure to the weather on all but the principal
(south) front. The exposure here was 5 inches to the weather. Examination of the
south front of the building showed the space between the two central, second-storey
windows to be much greater than the other spaces. There also was a separation at
the mid-point of the cornice so that it actually was two separate cornices which
joined only at the roof line. Apparently the west half of the building was built first
and had a shop (finally Altman's Liquor Store) on the ground floor and living
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